I. February 2, 2023
II. Web Manager
III. Karen Berry McCool (Web Manager), Steve Henry (Assistant Web Manager)
IV. None.
V. BRIEF SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
   A. **Web Site Support for MLA Members.** Over the last three months, the Web Team (primarily the Web Managers and Web Committee Chair) have resolved 58 tickets through the new Freshdesk ticketing system. This has included various routine requests and questions that come in through the webeditor@musiclibraryassoc.org email address or our individual/personal emails. We transitioned away from the previous system used, by which each individual conference registrant got their own Freshdesk ticket, which accounts for the decrease in ticket numbers from the Winter 2022 Board Report.
   B. **2023 Annual Meeting.** The Web Manager and Assistant Web Manager, as well as the Web Committee Chair, have continued to serve on the conference planning task for the 2023 annual meeting. Given that this will officially be the Association’s first hybrid meeting, there are even more moving parts than normal, and much work has been done to maintain Sched, YM, Vimeo, 3Play, Zoom, and other platforms in accordance with presenter/attendee/task force plans and needs.
   C. **Gradual migration from YM to WordPress.** This process was initiated by the move to Reclaim Hosting last year. After that, the Web Manager began working with Chapters to get their content off of YM and onto WordPress. This process is ongoing, but the Web Team is now looking into migrating more YM content onto WordPress, with the Web Committee’s help. The end goal is to make MLA website management more centralized and user-friendly. As a note, this will not include moving membership and financial information over, unless that decision is made down the road.
   D. **MLA News migration and Humanities Commons setup.** The Web Team is working with the News Editor to transition the MLA Newsletter into a new blog-style format. This includes creation/updating of submission forms, and visual changes to the website format. In addition, Humanities Commons pages have been set up for the Emerging Technology & Services and Oral History Committees. All of these efforts will allow for better communication and outreach within the Association.

VI. Alignment with the 2022-2030 Strategic Plan Objectives:
   A. Goals 1-4; specifically, Objectives 1.4, 1.6, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.5, 3.7, 4.1, 4.2
   B. Goals 1-4; specifically, Objectives 1.4, 1.6, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 3.5, 3.7, 4.1
   C. Goals 1-4; specifically, Objectives 1.4, 1.6, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.5, 3.7, 4.1, 4.2
   D. Goals 1-4; specifically, Objectives 1.4, 1.6, 2.3, 3.5, 4.1